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SECTION 1: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Get The Lead Out, LLC was retained by A Fusion Management to perform a lead-based 
paint inspection and risk assessment at the property located at 493 East Roddy Road in 
Spring City, TN. The single-family home is presently vacant.   

Get The Lead Out used a NITON XLP-300A X-ray fluorescence (XRF) lead paint 
analyzer to sample paint for lead. XRF Instrument serial #8876 was used. The site 
inspection was done on October 1, 2013 by Michael Bell (TN Lead Risk Assessor # 
TNLBP2010-2252-3247R). 

Get The Lead Out tested all painted components according to the specifications 
described in the Single Family Housing Lead-Evaluation Chapters 5 and 7 (2nd edition) 
for lead-based paint testing and risk assessments and the taking of dust wipe and soil 
samples. All Federal, State and City Regulations governing the inspection of lead based 
paint for the site of the inspection were followed. 

In addition, a surface-by-surface visual inspection of all painted surfaces throughout the 
entire property was performed in conjunction with the XRF testing to determine which 
painted surfaces/components were deteriorated.  Soil and wipe samples were included 
in the scope of work. 

As a result of the lead based paint inspection and lead hazard risk assessment (to be 
referred to as “Assessment”) conducted on October 1, 2013, it was found that lead 
based paint and lead based paint hazards were not present on the subject property as 
of the date of the Assessment.  The analytical results from this Assessment effort 
identified the following lead based paint (LBP) and LBP hazards, as defined by EPA 
and/or HUD standards: 

Following is a report of the information collected during this Assessment. 

Intact Lead-Based Paint was found at: 

NONE DETECTED 

Paint Hazard Components Identified: 

NONE DETECTED 

Following is a report of the information collected during this Assessment: 

HAZARD COMPONENT  
IDENTIFIED 

LONG TERM CONTROL OPTION 

NONE   

Lead-dust and soil hazards were: 

NONE DETECTED 

The composite soil sample was negative for the presence of a lead-soil hazard in 
the dripline area.   

See Section 2F for more information. 
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The following table lists those components and areas which the inspector was not able 
to test and the reason for which it was not tested. Any component with deteriorated 
paint that is not tested and does not have a painting history similar to a tested 
component should be considered a Lead Based Paint Hazard under Chapter 5 (Section 
V.A.2). If the coating on any of the following components is deteriorated when visible, 
that component must be defined as a Lead Based Paint Hazard. 
 

AREA/LOCATION COMPONENT REASON NOT 
TESTED 

PAINT 
CONDITION 

None Reported    

KEY: UNC – Uncoated, INA – Inaccessible, ENCL – Enclosed, FF – Factory Finished  

 
NOTE:  A copy of this report must be provided to new lessees (tenants) and purchasers 
of this property under federal law (24 CFR part 35 and 40 CFR part 745) before they 
become obligated under a lease or sales contract.  The complete report also must be 
provided to new purchasers and it must be made available to new tenants.  Landlords 
(lessors) and sellers also are required to distribute an educational pamphlet approved 
by the United States Environmental Protection Agency and include standard warning 
language in their leases or sale contracts to ensure that parents have the information 
they need to protect children from lead-based paint hazards. 

This dwelling does qualify for the exemption in 24 CFR part 35 and 40 CFR part 745 for 
target housing being leased/purchased that is free of lead-based paint, as defined in the 
rule. This report should be kept by the Risk Assessor and should also be kept by the 
owner and all future owners for the life of the dwelling. 
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SECTION 2: LEAD INSPECTION/RISK ASSESSMENT 

 
A. Site Description 

The residence is a single-family, single story house built prior to 1978. The exterior of 
the residence has brick and vinyl siding with vinyl or aluminum trim. The doors are wood 
and windows are unfinished aluminum with trim. There is a porch on side A.  
 
B. Preface 

Get the Lead Out has been contracted by A Fusion Management to perform lead-based 
paint testing, a risk assessment and a visual assessment of the above referenced single 
family home to determine the possible presence, condition, location and amount of lead 
paint and dust or soil hazards. The testing was conducted on October 1, 2013. 
 
C. Training 

All Risk Assessors utilized by Get the Lead Out have EPA/State licensure, and have 
completed and passed the HUD Lead Based Paint Visual Assessment Training Course. 
All technicians utilized by Get the Lead Out have also been trained in the use, 
calibration and maintenance of the NITON XLP-300A XRF equipment they currently 
use, along with necessary principles of Radiation Safety. 
 
D. Equipment 

Sampling of painted surfaces was performed utilizing a NITON XLP-300A Series Lead 
Analyzer, serial #8876, operating in the Standard spectrum modes. This equipment is a 
direct-read analytical device that does not require substrate correction and does not 
report inconclusive readings. The radioactive source was replaced January 2013.  

See Appendix VIII for XRF Performance Characteristic Sheets (PCS).  
 
E. Methodology 

The calibration of the NITON XLP-300A is done in accordance with the Performance 
Characteristic Sheet (PCS) for this instrument. These XRF instruments are calibrated 
using the calibration standard block of known 1.0 mg/cm2 lead content. Three 
calibration readings are taken before and after each home is tested to ensure 
manufacturer’s standards are met. If for any reason the instruments are not maintaining 
a consistent calibration reading within the manufacturer’s standards for performance on 
the calibration block supplied by the manufacturer, manufacturers recommendations are 
used to bring the instrument into calibration. If the instrument cannot be brought back 
into calibration it is taken off the site and sent back to the manufacturer for repair and/or 
re-calibration.  

The data collected by the XRF is located in Appendix IV (Positive XRF Results) and 
Appendix V (All XRF Results).  

Perimeter walls are identified as A, B, C and D. Each room equivalent was orientated so 
that the wall that the “A Wall” corresponds directly with the main entrance wall. Each 
room equivalent’s side identification follows the scheme for the whole housing unit. A 
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site sketch designating rooms by expected use (kitchen, bathroom, etc) and walls by 
orientation (A through D) is located in Appendix II.   
 
F. Scope of Study 

The study was limited to the identification, location, and condition of lead-based paint 
throughout the interior and exterior of the subject property and outbuildings.  

Dust wipe and soil sampling was performed. Results are discussed in section H and the 
actual laboratory results can be found in Appendix VI.  

Per Single Family Housing Lead-Evaluation Protocol, every effort was made to test all 
interior, exterior and common areas with painted components. Every painted 
component in every room (which was accessible to the Risk Assessors) was tested 
including all windows, baseboards, and closet walls. Non-painted components such as 
ceramic tile and vinyl baseboards were not tested. In addition, items that had been 
recently replaced with new components were not tested if the Risk Assessor was 
certain that the component was new. An example is new wood or vinyl double hung 
windows. 

No destructive entry was performed. 

G. Findings 

Get the Lead Out determined that the following components contain lead in amounts 
greater than or equal to 1.0 mg/cm2 in paint in the surfaces tested: 

 
Interior:    
None Detected 
 
Exterior:    
None Detected 
 

Inaccessible painted areas should be assumed to be positive for the presence of 
lead-based paint. For this house, none was noted. 

 
Dust Wipes: 

Sample Room Surface 
Lead 
Level 
(µg/ft2) 

Corrective Action 

1 LR Floor <10 None Necessary 
2 LR Sill <10 None Necessary 
3 K Floor <10 None Necessary 
4 K Sill 25 None Necessary 
5 BR 3 Floor <10 None Necessary 
6 BR 3 Sill <10 None Necessary 
7 Bath 3 Floor <10 None Necessary 
8 Bath 3 Sill <20 None Necessary 
9 Q.C.  <10  
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Note: HUD/EPA standards of 40 µg/ft2 – floors and 250 µg/ft2 - window sills. 

Soil Samples: 

Type of Area Location 
Lead Level 

(ppm or mg/Kg) 
Corrective Action 

Bare Soil Dripline <40 None Necessary 
Note: The HUD/EPA standard is 1200 ppm for driplines and 400 ppm for child-play areas  

H. Conclusions  

The above listed components were determined to be positive for lead paint, under the 
definition of Environmental Protection Agency/Department of Housing and Urban 
Development (EPA/HUD) as containing lead in concentrations greater than or equal to 
1.0 mg/cm2. The sample results are located in Appendix IV (Positive XRF Results) and 
Appendix V (All XRF Results). 

Following is a report of the Paint, Dust and Soil Hazard information collected during this 
Assessment: 

HAZARD COMPONENT  
IDENTIFIED 

LONG TERM CONTROL OPTION 

None  

Lead-dust hazards were not detected. 

No soil hazards were found. 

The surface conditions ranged from intact to deteriorated at the time of the inspection. 
In compliance with “HUD’s Final Rule”, you will need to reduce potential hazards by 
stabilizing all deteriorated lead-based paint in housing built before 1978 prior to re-
occupancy, unless the property is exempt. Upon completion of stabilization, HUD 
requires a clearance examination to be taken to make certain that the dwelling is lead-
safe prior to occupancy. 

The Final Rule specifies who can perform stabilization of deteriorated surfaces. The 
repair contractor must either be supervised by certified lead paint abatement supervisor, 
or successfully complete one of several courses approved by HUD. A list of contractors 
who are under the supervision of a certified lead paint abatement supervisor can be 
located from the State or EPA Lead Control Office. Contractors who are also able to 
perform the work must be able to document that they have successfully completed a 
qualifying course.  

A clearance examination will include a visual evaluation of all surfaces that were 
determined to be defective during the initial inspection, and collection of dust samples. It 
should be determined that the deteriorated paint surfaces have been eliminated and 
that no settled dust lead hazards exist in the dwelling or unit. A Certified/Licensed Lead 
Risk Assessor/Risk Assessor must sign the clearance report. 

Occupants and/or maintenance workers should be made aware of the locations of the 
lead based paint, and adopt policies to minimize its disturbance during normal repair 
work. It should be noted that even the painted surfaces that contain levels of lead below 
1.0 mg/cm2 could create lead dust or lead contaminated soil hazards if the paint is 
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turned into dust by abrasion, scraping, or sanding. If conditions of intact paint surfaces 
become destabilized, these conditions will need to be addressed in the future. If any 
construction or modernization work is done on the premises, this report should be given 
to the contractors as well as the tenants. 

Unless otherwise noted, all components and features that are similar to those found to 
contain lead based paint should be considered to contain lead based paint. For 
example, if a window trough on Wall D of the exterior was found to contain lead based 
paint, then all similar window troughs should be considered to contain lead based paint. 
If a door casing or jamb was found to be positive, the entire doorframe is positive and all 
similar doorframes should be considered as positive. If a baseboard is found to be 
positive, all baseboards in that room should be considered to be positive.  
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I. On Going Monitoring 

On-going monitoring will not be necessary in this property since lead based paint (LBP) 
is not present.  When LBP is present, the potential exists for LBP hazards to develop.  
Hazards can develop by means such as, but not limited to: the failure of lead hazard 
control measures; previously intact LBP becoming deteriorated; dangerous levels of 
lead-in-dust (dust lead) re-accumulating through friction, impact, and deterioration of 
paint; or, through the introduction of contaminated exterior dust and soil into the interior 
of the structure.   
 
On-going monitoring typically includes two different activities: re-evaluation and annual 
visual assessments.  A re-evaluation is a risk assessment that includes limited soil and 
dust sampling and a visual evaluation of paint films and any existing lead hazard 
controls.   
 
Re-evaluations are supplemented with visual assessments by the property owner, 
which should be conducted at least once a year, when the property owner or its 
management agent (if the housing is rented in the future) receives complaints from 
residents about deteriorated paint or other potential lead hazards, when the residence 
(or if, in the future, the house will have more than one dwelling unit, any unit that turns 
over or becomes vacant), or when significant damage occurs that could affect the 
integrity of hazard control treatments (e.g., flooding, vandalism, fire).   
 
The visual assessment should cover the dwelling unit (if, in the future, the housing will 
have more than one dwelling unit, each unit and each common area used by residents), 
exterior painted surfaces, and ground cover (if control of soil-lead hazards is required or 
recommended).  Visual assessments should confirm that all paint with known LBP is not 
deteriorating, that lead hazard control methods have not failed, and that structural 
problems do not threaten the integrity of any remaining known or suspected LBP. 
 
Visual assessments do not replace the need for professional re-evaluations by a 
certified risk assessor.  The re-evaluation should include: 
 

1. A review of prior reports to determine where lead-based paint and lead-based 
paint hazards have been found, what controls were done, and when these 
findings and controls happened;  

2. A visual assessment to identify deteriorated paint, failures of previous hazard 
controls, visible dust and debris, and bare soil; 

3. Environmental testing for lead in dust, newly deteriorated paint, and newly bare 
soil; and 

4. A report describing the findings of the reevaluation, including the location of any 
lead-based paint hazards, the location of any failures of previous hazard controls, 
and, as needed, acceptable options for the control of hazards, the repair of 
previous controls, and modification of monitoring and maintenance practices. 

 
The first reevaluation should be conducted no later than two years after completion of 
hazard controls, or, if specific controls or treatments are not conducted, two years from 
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the beginning of ongoing lead-based paint monitoring and maintenance activities. 
Subsequent reevaluations should be conducted at intervals of two years, plus or minus 
60 days. If two consecutive reevaluations are conducted two years apart without finding 
a lead-based paint hazard, reevaluation may be discontinued. 
  
Please refer to your community development agency, housing authority, or other 
applicable agency for additional local/regional regulations and guidelines governing re-
evaluation activities. 
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SECTION 3:  DISCLAIMER AND DISCLOSURE STATEMENTS 
 
A. Disclaimer 

This is Get the Lead Out’s report of a visual survey, and X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) 
analysis of the readily accessible areas of this building and tested components. The 
presence or absence of lead-based paint or lead-based paint hazards applies only to 
the tested or assessed surfaces on the date of the site visit and it should be understood 
that conditions might change due to deterioration or maintenance. The results and 
material conditions noted within this report were accurate at the noted time of the 
inspection and in no way reflect the conditions at the property after the date of the 
inspection. Ongoing monitoring by the owner is usually necessary. No other 
environmental concerns were addressed during this inspection. 
 
Staff of Get The Lead Out, LLC have performed the tasks listed above requested by the 
Client in a thorough and professional manner consistent with commonly accepted 
standard industry practices, using state of the art practices and best available known 
technology, as of the date of the assessment.  Get The Lead Out, LLC cannot 
guarantee and does not warrant that this Assessment has identified all adverse 
environmental factors and/or conditions affecting the subject property on the date of the 
Assessment.  Get The Lead Out, LLC cannot and will not warrant that the Assessment 
that was requested by the client will satisfy the dictates of, or provide a legal defense in 
connection with, any environmental laws or regulations.  It is the responsibility of the 
client to know and abide by all applicable laws, regulations, and standards, including 
EPA’s Renovation, Repair and Painting regulation. 
 
The results reported and conclusions reached by Get The Lead Out, LLC are solely for 
the benefit of the client.  The results and opinions in this report, based solely upon the 
conditions found on the property as of the date of the Assessment, will be valid only as 
of the date of the Assessment.  Get The Lead Out, LLC assumes no obligation to advise 
the client of any changes in any real or potential lead hazards at this residence that may 
or may not be later brought to our attention.  Further conditions and limitations to this 
contracted report are included in the general terms and conditions supplied to the client 
with the contract for services. 
 
B. Disclosure 

A copy of the summary must be provided to new lessees (tenants) and purchasers of 
this property under Federal law (24 CFR part 35 and 40 CFR part 745) before they 
become obligated under a lease or sales contract. The complete report must also be 
provided to new purchasers and it must be made available to new tenants. Landlords 
(lessors) and sellers are also required to distribute an educational pamphlet and include 
standard warning language in their leases or sales contracts to ensure that parents 
have the information they need to protect their children from lead-based paint hazards. 

This dwelling does qualify for the exemption in 24 CFR part 35 and 40 CFR part 745 for 
target housing being leased/purchased that is free of lead-based paint, as defined in the 
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rule. This report should be kept by the Risk Assessor and should also be kept by the 
owner and all future owners for the life of the dwelling.
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SECTION 4:  APPENDICES 
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APPENDIX I HUD Risk Assessment Forms  
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493 E Roddy Rd Spring City TN.xlsx
Form 5.2

Room  Wall Structure Member

NONE

Visible 

Teeth 

Marks? 

(Y or N)

Paint 

Testing 

Results

Notes

Location Of Building 

Component
Component Area (sq. 

ft.)

Is Area 

Small? 

(Y or N)

Probable Cause(s) of 

Deterioration

Friction or 

Impact 

Surface? 

(F or I)
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APPENDIX II Site Orientation Drawings 
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APPENDIX III Reference Photographs 
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“A” Side Exterior “B” Side Exterior 

  
“C” Side Exterior “D” Side Exterior 

  
Vinyl siding with unpainted wood walls Brick walls and aluminum window casings/vinyl 

shutters 

  
Exterior vinyl siding on front screen porch Vinyl siding in screen porch 
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Kitchen Living room, wall paneling 

  
Water stains on ceiling Sun room 

  
Boarded windows Den w/ missing ceiling tiles, paneled walls 

 

 

493 E. Roddy Rd. Spring City, TN  
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APPENDIX IV Positive XRF Sample Results    

 
 

 
NONE DETECTED
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Appendix VI - All XRF Sample Results 
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All XRF Sample Results

Reading	
ID	#

Location	or	
Room

	Wall Component Feature
Paint	

Condition
Substrate Color

Pb	
(mg/cm2

)

Result

139 4.03
140 CALIBRATE 1.10 Positive
141 CALIBRATE 1.10 Positive
142 CALIBRATE 1.00 Positive
143 EXTERIOR B FOUNDATION INTACT CONCRETE WHITE 0.00 Negative
144 EXTERIOR C FOUNDATION INTACT CONCRETE WHITE 0.00 Negative
145 EXTERIOR D FOUNDATION INTACT CONCRETE WHITE 0.00 Negative
146 PORCH A DOOR CASING INTACT METAL BROWN 0.00 Negative
147 PORCH A DOOR JAMB INTACT METAL BROWN 0.01 Negative
148 PORCH A DOOR DOOR INTACT METAL BROWN 0.02 Negative
149 PORCH A DOOR DOOR INTACT METAL BROWN 0.00 Negative
150 BEDROOM	1 A CEILING INTACT DRYWALL WHITE 0.00 Negative
151 BEDROOM	1 A WINDOW CASING INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.03 Negative
152 BEDROOM	1 A WINDOW STOOL INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.00 Negative
153 BEDROOM	1 C DOOR CASING INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.01 Negative
154 BEDROOM	1 D DOOR CASING INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.02 Negative
155 BEDROOM	1 D DOOR DOOR INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.02 Negative
156 BEDROOM	1 D CLOSET CASING INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.03 Negative
157 BEDROOM	1 D CLOSET JAMB INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.02 Negative
158 BEDROOM	1 D CLOSET WALL INTACT DRYWALL WHITE 0.02 Negative
159 BEDROOM	1 C CLOSET ceiling INTACT DRYWALL WHITE 0.00 Negative
160 BATHROOM	1 C CEILING INTACT DRYWALL WHITE 0.00 Negative
161 BATHROOM	1 C CROWN	MOLDING INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.00 Negative
162 BATHROOM	1 C BASEBOARD INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.00 Negative
163 BATHROOM	1 B CABINET INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.07 Negative
164 BATHROOM	1 D DOOR CASING INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.00 Negative
165 BATHROOM	1 D DOOR JAMB INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.00 Negative
166 BATHROOM	1 D DOOR INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.02 Negative
167 DINING	ROOM A WALL INTACT DRYWALL OTHER 0.00 Negative
168 DINING	ROOM B WALL INTACT DRYWALL OTHER 0.02 Negative
169 DINING	ROOM D WALL INTACT DRYWALL OTHER 0.02 Negative
170 DINING	ROOM D CEILING INTACT DRYWALL WHITE 0.00 Negative
171 DINING	ROOM D CROWN	MOLDING INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.01 Negative
172 DINING	ROOM A BASEBOARD INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.03 Negative
173 DINING	ROOM A WINDOW CASING INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.01 Negative
174 DINING	ROOM A WINDOW STOOL INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.01 Negative
175 DINING	ROOM A DOOR CASING INTACT DRYWALL BROWN 0.01 Negative
176 DINING	ROOM A DOOR INTACT DRYWALL BROWN 0.00 Negative
177 KITCHEN B WALL INTACT DRYWALL OTHER (0.21) Negative
178 KITCHEN C WALL INTACT DRYWALL OTHER 0.07 Negative
179 KITCHEN D WALL INTACT DRYWALL OTHER 0.12 Negative
180 KITCHEN D CEILING INTACT DRYWALL WHITE 0.19 Negative
181 KITCHEN D CROWN	MOLDING INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.23 Negative
182 KITCHEN D BASEBOARD INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.00 Negative
183 KITCHEN B DOOR CASING INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.03 Negative
184 KITCHEN B DOOR JAMB INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.02 Negative
185 KITCHEN B DOOR DOOR INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.04 Negative
186 KITCHEN C WINDOW CASING INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.05 Negative
187 KITCHEN C WINDOW STOOL INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.03 Negative
188 KITCHEN C CABINET CASING INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.01 Negative
189 KITCHEN C CABINET DOOR INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.00 Negative
190 LIVING	ROOM C CEILING INTACT DRYWALL WHITE 0.00 Negative
191 LIVING	ROOM A WINDOW CASING INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.00 Negative
192 LIVING	ROOM A WINDOW STOOL INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.00 Negative
193 LIVING	ROOM B DOOR DOOR INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.00 Negative
194 DEN A CEILING INTACT TILE WHITE 0.00 Negative
195 DEN C DOOR CASING INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.00 Negative
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All XRF Sample Results

Reading	
ID	#

Location	or	
Room

	Wall Component Feature
Paint	

Condition
Substrate Color

Pb	
(mg/cm2

)

Result

196 DEN C WALL INTACT WOOD WHITE 0.12 Negative
197 sun	room A WALL INTACT DRYWALL OTHER 0.00 Negative
198 sun	room B WALL INTACT DRYWALL OTHER 0.00 Negative
199 sun	room C WALL INTACT DRYWALL OTHER 0.00 Negative
200 sun	room D WALL INTACT DRYWALL OTHER 0.00 Negative
201 sun	room D CEILING INTACT DRYWALL WHITE 0.00 Negative
202 sun	room D BASEBOARD INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.01 Negative
203 sun	room A DOOR CASING INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.00 Negative
204 sun	room A DOOR DOOR INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.01 Negative
205 sun	room C WINDOW CASING INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.00 Negative
206 sun	room C WINDOW STOOL INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.00 Negative
207 LAUNDRY A WALL INTACT DRYWALL OTHER 0.02 Negative
208 LAUNDRY B WALL INTACT DRYWALL OTHER 0.01 Negative
209 LAUNDRY C WALL INTACT DRYWALL OTHER 0.01 Negative
210 LAUNDRY C CEILING INTACT DRYWALL WHITE 0.04 Negative
211 LAUNDRY C WALL SHELF INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.00 Negative
212 LAUNDRY C BASEBOARD INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.01 Negative
213 LAUNDRY B DOOR CASING INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.00 Negative
214 LAUNDRY B DOOR JAMB INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.00 Negative
215 LAUNDRY B DOOR DOOR INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.00 Negative
216 BATHROOM	2 A WALL INTACT DRYWALL OTHER 0.00 Negative
217 BATHROOM	2 B WALL INTACT DRYWALL OTHER 0.00 Negative
218 BATHROOM	2 C WALL INTACT DRYWALL OTHER 0.00 Negative
219 BATHROOM	2 D WALL INTACT DRYWALL OTHER 0.00 Negative
220 BATHROOM	2 D CEILING INTACT DRYWALL WHITE 0.00 Negative
221 BATHROOM	2 D BASEBOARD INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.00 Negative
222 BATHROOM	2 C DOOR CASING INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.00 Negative
223 BATHROOM	2 C DOOR JAMB INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.00 Negative
224 BATHROOM	2 C DOOR DOOR INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.00 Negative
225 BATHROOM	2 C CABINET CASING INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.00 Negative
226 BATHROOM	3 A CEILING INTACT TILE WHITE 0.00 Negative
227 BATHROOM	3 A BASEBOARD INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.01 Negative
228 BATHROOM	3 C CABINET CASING INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.00 Negative
229 BATHROOM	3 C CABINET DOOR INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.00 Negative
230 BATHROOM	3 D WINDOW CASING INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.00 Negative
231 BATHROOM	3 D WINDOW STOOL INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.00 Negative
232 BATHROOM	3 B DOOR CASING INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.01 Negative
233 BATHROOM	3 B DOOR JAMB INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.03 Negative
234 BATHROOM	3 B DOOR DOOR INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.02 Negative
235 BEDROOM	2 A CEILING INTACT TILE WHITE 0.01 Negative
236 BEDROOM	2 A BASEBOARD INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.01 Negative
237 BEDROOM	2 D WINDOW CASING INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.00 Negative
238 BEDROOM	2 D WINDOW STOOL INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.00 Negative
239 BEDROOM	2 A DOOR CASING INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.06 Negative
240 BEDROOM	2 A DOOR JAMB INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.01 Negative
241 BEDROOM	2 A DOOR DOOR INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.01 Negative
242 BEDROOM	2 B CLOSET CASING INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.03 Negative
243 BEDROOM	3 B CEILING INTACT TILE WHITE 0.00 Negative
244 BEDROOM	3 B BASEBOARD INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.00 Negative
245 BEDROOM	3 A WINDOW CASING INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.00 Negative
246 BEDROOM	3 A WINDOW STOOL INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.00 Negative
247 BEDROOM	3 C DOOR CASING INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.01 Negative
248 BEDROOM	3 C DOOR JAMB INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.01 Negative
249 BEDROOM	3 C DOOR INTACT WOOD STAIN 0.01 Negative
250 CALIBRATE 1.10 Positive
251 CALIBRATE 1.10 Positive
252 CALIBRATE 1.10 Positive
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Appendix VII - Wipe and Soil Sample Analytical Results 

  

 







Client Sample Description ConcentrationLab ID Analyzed
Lead

Collected

EMSL Analytical, Inc.
706 Gralin Street, Kernersville, NC 27284
Phone/Fax: (336) 992-1025 / (336) 992-4175
http://www.EMSL.com greensborolab@emsl.com

Attn: Pete Hubicki
Get The Lead Out, LLC
2121 Commonwealth Avenue
Suite 202
Charlotte, NC 28205

Received: 10/05/13 3:04 PM

493 E. Roddy Rd., Spring City, TN

Fax: (704) 376-3593
Phone: (704) 376-3594

Project:

Collected:

Test Report: Lead in Soils by Flame AAS (SW 846 3050B*/7000B)

021306175
CustomerID: GETT78
CustomerPO:
ProjectID:

EMSL Order:

0010493-9 <40 mg/Kg10/7/2013

Page 1 of 2

James Cole, Laboratory Manager
or other approved signatory

Test Report ChmSnglePrm/nQC-7.21.0   Printed: 10/8/2013 8:18:28 AM

Reporting limit is 40 mg/kg based on the minimum sample weight per our SOP. The QC data associated with these sample results included in this report meet the method QC requirements, unless 
specifically indicated otherwise. Unless noted, results in this report are not blank corrected.  This report relates only to the samples reported above and may not be reproduced, except in full, without written 
approval by EMSL. EMSL bears no responsibility for sample collection activities. Samples received in good condition unless otherwise noted. Results reported based on dry weight. *slight modification to 
methods applied. "<" (less than) result signifies that the analyte was not detected at or above the reporting limit. Measurement of uncertainty is available upon request.
Samples analyzed by EMSL Analytical, Inc. Kernersville, NC AIHA-LAP, LLC--ELLAP Accredited #102564

Initial report from 10/08/2013  08:18:28

http://www.EMSL.com
mailto:greensborolab@emsl.com


Client Sample Description ConcentrationLab ID Analyzed Area Sampled
Lead

Collected

EMSL Analytical, Inc.
706 Gralin Street, Kernersville, NC 27284
Phone/Fax: (336) 992-1025 / (336) 992-4175
http://www.EMSL.com greensborolab@emsl.com

Attn: Pete Hubicki
Get The Lead Out, LLC
2121 Commonwealth Avenue
Suite 202
Charlotte, NC 28205

Received: 10/05/13 3:04 PM

493 E. Roddy Rd., Spring City, TN

Fax: (704) 376-3593
Phone: (704) 376-3594

Project:

Collected:

Test Report: Lead in Dust by Flame AAS (SW 846 3050B*/7000B)

021306175
CustomerID: GETT78
CustomerPO:
ProjectID:

EMSL Order:

0001493-1 144 <10 µg/ft²in²10/7/2013
0002493-2 144 <10 µg/ft²in²10/7/2013
0003493-3 144 <10 µg/ft²in²10/7/2013
0004493-4 144 25 µg/ft²in²10/7/2013
0005493-5 144 <10 µg/ft²in²10/7/2013
0006493-6 144 <10 µg/ft²in²10/7/2013
0007493-7 144 <10 µg/ft²in²10/7/2013
0008493-8 72 <20 µg/ft²in²10/7/2013
0009493-10 144 <10 µg/ft²in²10/7/2013

Page 2 of 2

James Cole, Laboratory Manager
or other approved signatory

Test Report ChmSnglePrm/nQC-7.21.0   Printed: 10/8/2013 8:18:28 AM

Reporting limit is 10 ug/wipe. ug/wipe = ug/ft2 x area sampled in ft2.  Unless noted, results in this report are not blank corrected.  This report relates only to the samples reported above and may not be 
reproduced, except in full, without written approval by EMSL. EMSL bears no responsibility for sample collection activities (such as volume sampled) or analytical method limitations. Samples received in 
good condition unless otherwise noted. QC data associated with this sample set is within acceptable limits, unless otherwise noted. The lab is not responsible for data reported in µg/ft² which is dependant 
on the area provided by non-lab personnel.  The test results contained within this report meet the requirements of NELAC unless otherwise noted. * slight modifications to methods applied. "<" (less than) 
results signifies that the analyte was not detected at or above the reporting limit. Measurement of uncertainty is available upon request.
Samples analyzed by EMSL Analytical, Inc. Kernersville, NC AIHA-LAP, LLC--ELLAP Accredited #102564

Initial report from 10/08/2013  08:18:28

http://www.EMSL.com
mailto:greensborolab@emsl.com
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Appendix VIII - Glossary 

 
COMMON LEAD-BASED PAINT TERMS 
 
Lead-Based Paint: Any paint, varnish, shellac, or other coating that contains lead equal 
to or greater than 1.0 mg/cm2

 as measured by XRF or laboratory analysis, or 0.5 
percent by dry weight (5,000 mg/g, 5,000 ppm, or 5,000 mg/kg) as measured by 
laboratory analysis.  
 
Lead-Based Paint Hazards: Housing conditions that cause human exposure to unsafe 
levels of lead from paint.  These conditions include deteriorated lead-based paint; 
friction, impact or chewable painted surfaces; lead-contaminated dust; or lead-
contaminated soil. 
 
PHYSICAL TERMS 
 
Building Component: Any element of a building that may be painted or have dust on 
its surface, e.g. walls, stair treads, floors, railings, doors, window sills, etc.  
 
Building component replacement: See Replacement. 
 
Clearance Examination: Clearance is performed after hazard reduction, rehabilitation 
or maintenance activities to determine if a unit is safe for occupancy.  It involves a visual 
assessment, analysis of dust and/or soil samples, and preparation of report.  A certified 
risk assessor, paint inspector, or clearance technician (independent from 
entity/individual conducting paint stabilization or hazard reduction) conducts clearance. 
 
Deteriorated Lead-Based Paint: Any lead-based paint coating on a damaged or 
deteriorated surface or fixture, or any interior or exterior lead-based paint that is peeling, 
chipping, blistering, flaking, worn, cracking, or otherwise becoming separated from the 
substrate. 
 
Paint Testing: Testing of specific surfaces, by XRF (x-ray fluorescence) or lab analysis, 
to determine the lead content of these surfaces, performed by a certified lead-based 
paint Risk Assessor or certified inspector. 
 
Risk Assessment: A comprehensive evaluation for lead-based paint hazards that 
includes paint testing, dust and soil sampling, and a visual evaluation.  The risk 
assessment report identifies lead hazards and appropriate lead hazard reduction 
methods.  A certified risk assessor must conduct the assessment. 
 
Visual Assessment: A visual evaluation of interior and exterior painted surfaces to 
identify specific conditions that contribute to lead-based paint hazards.  A certified risk 
assessor or Housing Quality Standards (HQS) Risk Assessor trained in visual 
assessment performs the assessment. 
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LEAD HAZARD REDUCTION 
 
Abatement: A measure or set of measures designed to permanently eliminate lead-
based paint hazards or lead-based paint. Abatement strategies include the removal of 
lead-based paint, enclosure, encapsulation, replacement of building components coated 
with lead-based paint, removal of lead contaminated dust, and removal of lead 
contaminated soil or overlaying of soil with a durable covering such as asphalt (grass 
and sod are considered interim control measures). All of these strategies require 
preparation; cleanup; waste disposal; post-abatement clearance testing; recordkeeping; 
and, if applicable, monitoring. (For full EPA definition, see 40 CFR 745.223). 
 
Bare soil: Soil not covered with grass, sod, some other similar vegetation, or paving, 
including the sand in sandboxes.  
 
Chewable surface: An interior or exterior surface painted with lead-based paint that a 
young child can mouth or chew.  A chewable surface is the same as an “accessible 
surface” as defined in 42 U.S.C. 4851b(2).  Hard metal substrates and other materials 
that cannot be dented by the bite of a young child are not considered chewable. 
 
Complete abatement: Abatement of all lead-based paint inside and outside a dwelling 
or building and reduction of any lead-contaminated dust or soil hazards. All of these 
strategies require preparation; cleanup; waste disposal; post-abatement clearance 
testing; recordkeeping; and, if applicable, reevaluation and on-going monitoring. See 
also Abatement. 
 
Cleaning: The process of using a HEPA vacuum and wet cleaning agents to remove 
leaded dust; the process includes the removal of bulk debris from the work area. OSHA 
prohibits the use of compressed air to clean lead-contaminated dust from a surface. 
 
Deteriorated paint: Any paint coating on a damaged or deteriorated surface or fixture, 
or any interior or exterior lead-based paint that is peeling, chipping, blistering, flaking, 
worn, chalking, alliigatoring, cracking, or otherwise becoming separated from the 
substrate.  
 
Dripline/foundation area: The area within 3 feet out from the building wall and 
surrounding the perimeter of a building. 
 
Dust-lead hazard: Surface dust in residences that contains an area or mass 
concentration of lead equal to or in excess of the standard established by the EPA 
under Title IV of the Toxic Substances Control Act. EPA standards for dust-lead 
hazards, which are based on wipe samples, are published at 40 CFR 745.65(b); as of 
the publication of this edition of these Guidelines, these are 40 µg/ft2 on floors and 250 
µg/ft2 on interior windowsills. Also called lead-contaminated dust. 
 
Encapsulation: Any covering or coating that acts as a barrier between lead-based 
paint and the environment, the durability of which relies on adhesion and the integrity of 
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the existing bonds between multiple layers of paint and between the paint and the 
substrate. See also Enclosure. 
 
Enclosure: The use of rigid, durable construction materials that are mechanically 
fastened to the substrate to act as a barrier between the lead-based paint and the 
environment.  
 
Friction surface: Any interior or exterior surface, such as a window or stair tread, 
subject to abrasion or friction. 
 
Garden area: An area where plants are cultivated for human consumption or for 
decorative purposes. 
 
Impact surface: An interior or exterior surface (such as surfaces on doors) subject to 
damage by repeated impact or contact.  
 
Interim controls: A set of measures designed to temporarily reduce human exposure 
or possible exposure to lead-based paint hazards. Such measures include, but are not 
limited to, specialized cleaning, repairs, maintenance, painting, temporary containment, 
and the establishment and operation of management and resident education programs. 
Monitoring, conducted by owners, and reevaluations, conducted by professionals, are 
integral elements of interim control. Interim controls include dust removal; paint film 
stabilization; treatment of friction and impact surfaces; installation of soil coverings, such 
as grass or sod; and land use controls. Interim controls that disturb painted surfaces are 
renovation activities under EPA’s Renovation, Repair and Painting Rule. 
 
Lead-based Paint Hazard Control: Activities to control and eliminate lead-based paint 
hazards, including interim controls, abatement, and complete abatement. 
 
Maintenance: Work intended to maintain adequate living conditions in a dwelling, which 
has the potential to disturb lead-based paint or paint that is suspected of being lead-
based. 
 
Monitoring: Surveillance to determine (1) that known or suspected lead-based paint is 
not deteriorating, (2) that lead-based paint hazard controls, such as paint stabilization, 
enclosure, or encapsulation have not failed, (3) that structural problems do not threaten 
the integrity of hazard controls or of known or suspected. 
 
Paint Film Stabilization: An interim control method that stabilizes painted surfaces and 
addressed the underlying cause of deterioration.  Steps include repairing defective 
surfaces, wet scraping, priming, and repainting surfaces coated with deteriorated lead-
based paint; paint film stabilization includes cleanup and clearance. 
 
Paint-lead hazard: Lead-based paint on a friction surface that is subject to abrasion 
and where a dust-lead hazard is present on the nearest horizontal surface underneath 
the friction surface (e.g., the window sill, or floor); damaged or otherwise deteriorated 
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lead-based paint on an impact surface that is caused by impact from a related building 
component; a chewable lead-based painted surface on which there is evidence of teeth 
marks; or any other deteriorated lead-based paint in any residential building or child-
occupied facility or on the exterior of any residential building or child-occupied facility. 
 
Paint Removal: An abatement strategy that entails the removal of lead-based paint 
from surfaces. For lead hazard control work, this can mean using chemicals, heat guns 
below 1,100 °F, and certain contained abrasive methods. Open flame burning, open 
abrasive blasting, sandblasting, water blasting, and extensive dry scraping are 
prohibited paint removal methods. (Methylene chloride paint removers and dry scraping 
are also not recommended.) 
 
Play area: An area of frequent soil contact by children of under age 6 as indicated by, 
but not limited to, such factors including the following: the presence of outdoor play 
equipment (e.g., sandboxes, swing sets, and sliding boards), toys, or other children’s 
possessions, observations of play patterns, or information provided by parents, 
residents, care givers, or property owners. 
 
Reevaluation: In lead hazard control work, the combination of a visual assessment and 
collection of environmental samples performed by a certified risk assessor to determine 
if a previously implemented lead-based paint hazard control measure is still effective 
and if the dwelling remains lead-safe.  Also known as reinspection. 
 
Replacement: Replacement of existing features can be an appropriate abatement 
technique if the feature is deteriorated beyond repair or if the feature is of minor 
significance 
 
Soil-lead hazard: Bare soil on residential property that contains lead in excess of the 
standard established by the EPA under Title IV of the Toxic Substances Control Act. 
EPA standards for soil-lead hazards, published at 40 CFR 745.65(c), as of the 
publication of this edition of these Guidelines, is 400 µg/g in play areas and 1,200 µg/g 
in the rest of the yard. In North Carolina, the standard for driplines is 400ppm. Also 
called lead-contaminated soil. 
 
Treatment: In residential lead-based paint hazard control work, any method designed 
to control lead-based paint hazards. Treatment includes interim controls, abatement, 
and removal. Hazardous waste “treatment” is a method, technique, or process (such as 
neutralization) that is designed to change the physical, chemical, or biological character 
or composition of hazardous waste to neutralize it; render it non-hazardous or less 
hazardous; recover it; make it safer to transport, store, or dispose; or allow for easier 
recovery, storage, or volume reduction. 
 
LEAD POISONING 
 
Environmental Intervention Blood Lead Level: The level of lead in blood that 
requires intervention in a child under age six. This is defined as a blood lead level of 20 
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µg/dL (micrograms per deciliter) of whole blood or above for a single test or blood lead 
levels of 15-19 µg/dL in two tests taken at least three months apart. In North Carolina a 
level of concern is defined as 5 µg/dl. 
 
 
LEAD-BASED PAINT – KEY UNITS OF MEASUREMENT 
 
µg (Microgram): A Microgram is 1/1000th of a milligram (or one millionth of a gram). To 
put this unit into perspective, a penny weighs 2 grams. To get a microgram, you would 
need to divide the penny into 2 million pieces. A microgram is one of those two million 
pieces. 
 
ft2 (Square Foot): One square foot is equal to an area that has a length of one foot (12 
inches) and a width of one foot (12 inches). 
 
µg/dL: Micrograms per deciliter used to measure the level of lead in children’s blood to 
establish whether intervention is needed. A deciliter (1/10th of liter) is a little less than 
half a cup. As noted above, a microgram is the same weight as one penny divided into 
two million parts. 
 
mg/cm2: Milligrams per square centimeter, used for paint by XRF machines. 
 
percent: Percent by weight, used usually for lead-based paint (1 percent = 10,000 
µg/gram. 
 
ppm: Parts per million by weight, equivalent to µg/gram (10,000 ppm = 1 percent). 
Used to measure lead in paint and soil. 
 
 
LEAD-BASED PAINT STANDARDS 
 
Paint – Definition of Lead-Based Paint 
 
Paint that contains at least: 
 
 1 milligram per centimeters square (mg/cm2) of lead; 
 0.5 percent lead; or 
 5,000 parts per million (ppm) lead by dry weight. 
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Appendix IX - Licenses and Performance Characteristics Sheet 
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